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Introduction
The development of improved coil and gradient technology has increased the range of applications
for which MRI is beneficial. The use of magnetic resonance (MR) in imaging the vocal tract and
measuring articulatory motion is one of the applications benefiting from this development.
Initial studies were based on static image acquisition [1,2]. It was later concluded that static MRI is
not representative of running speech and is more like hyper-articulated speech [3]; therefore,
techniques for acquiring real-time (non-gated) data were developed, providing a more realistic view
of articulator movements during speech.
Gated MRI is a well-established technique for examining the structure and function of the heart. Two
main types of sequences are used; one to examine the motion of the heart during systole and diastole
(functional or ‘cine’ imaging), and one to examine the structure of the heart walls, valves, and
associated anatomy. Modifications to the technique involve ‘tagging’ or highlighting tracts of muscle
to explore movement, which have been used successfully to evaluate motion analysis [4]. Cine MRI,
in particular, has been used to determine airway volume in sleep apnoea both in adults [5] and
children [6].
Both non-gated [2,6,7,8,9,10] and gated cine MRI [11,12,13,14,19] techniques have been
successfully used to capture vocal tract characteristics and tongue movement during speech.
Diffusion tensor (DT) static MRI has also recently been successfully used for imaging the human
tongue [18] and showed promise for use in imaging tongue motion as it shows the direction of the
muscle fibres. Successful vocal tract and tongue imaging has been reported using both gated and nongated techniques. Non-gated MRI requires a compromise between temporal and spatial resolution;
cine MRI, on the other hand, depends heavily that the timing and motions of the articulatory motions
be accurately repeatable. While most literature on MRI for the vocal tract addresses the technical
challenges common to both techniques, i.e. the synchronization of the audio and image acquisition as
well as the high intensity noise caused by the scanner, the present study aims to systematically
compare non-gated and gated cine MRI acquisition techniques and to assess the advantages and
disadvantages of each one for imaging tongue motions during speech. The same subjects, text and
experimental conditions were used with both approaches. Another feature of this work is the use of
longer utterances. While most previous research used mono-syllabic [1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15] or disyllabic
utterances [12,13], we study 4- and 6-syllable utterances. These longer utterances are presumably
less easily reproducible and so put the gated MRI sequences to a more stringent test.
In this paper, we investigate how gated cine MRI sequences compare to non-gated MRI sequences in
terms of image quality for imaging tongue motions associated with speech.

Methods
Four subjects were recruited, three male and one female, aged 23-35. Since the use of the gated
sequence requires subjects to speak in time to a metronome, the subjects had a short practise session
outside the scanner a few days before the MRI session. In this five-minute practise, the subjects read
the experimental phrases to the beat of a metronome and chose a comfortable metronome rate. The
phrases were 4-6 syllables long, 6 in each of 4 metrical patterns: susu, usus, uusuus and suusuu,
where “s” is a stressed syllable and “u” is unstressed. The subjects were instructed to synchronise a
stressed syllable with the metronome beats. (A related acoustic-only experiment is reported in [14].)
We used a 1.5 Tesla MRI unit (Signa HDx, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wis.) to obtain sagittal
images through the mouth and neck region in 4 subjects. Ethical approval for the experiment was
granted by the local regional ethics committee prior to commencement of the experiment. The
phrases were presented to the subjects on a 25 inch monitor through the control room window which
they could see in a mirror fixed to the head coil.
A non-magnetic gradient microphone (Phone-Or Corp, Or-Yehuda, Israel) was placed at
approximately 5 cm from the subject’s mouth. We recorded the speech, though in this experiment it
was only used to confirm that no gross errors were made. The female subject was short-sighted so
the phrases were communicated to her through the intercom prior to each trial.
The subjects spoke out the 24 phrases in random order for one imaging technique, and then (after a
break) again for the other imaging sequence. Non-gated acquisition happened first for three subjects
and second for one subject. For the gated sequence acquisition, the subjects read a sentence
repeatedly in time with the beat of an electronic metronome until the MRI image acquisition stopped.
In the non-gated sequence acquisition, the subjects repeated the phrases until instructed to stop. This
resulted in 10–12 repetitions for the non-gated sequences and 18–20 repetitions for the gated
sequences.
MR Technique

Subjects were screened for safety prior to entering the MR environment, and in all cases a 4
channel NV Array coil was used. The volunteers were positioned supine, with the neck in the neutral
position. The head was not rotated; it was supported by a firm foam pillow but not restrained, though
the volunteers were asked to keep it as fixed as possible. The volunteers were given an alarm button.
In all cases a test of the microphone and gradient coil detectors was conducted prior to data
acquisition and the volunteers were given clear instructions both prior to and during the experiment.
The sessions typically lasted about 40 minutes, including one short break.
Localiser scans were obtained in three anatomical planes. From these, the gated and non-gated
sequences were planned.
In both sequence types, the volunteers were provided with a set of pneumatically driven
headphones and ear plugs, through which a metronome could be heard. This was set to a comfortable
rate and comfortable level for each volunteer, and served to maintain speech rhythm. For the gated
sequences the metronome acted as the trigger for scanner activation. The MR acquisition parameters
are shown in tables 1 and 2.

Image Analysis
To compare the two types of MRI sequences, we developed an approach based on automatic image
processing. The process was implemented using Python routines and the SAOimage ds9
software [17]. We fit the proton density with a parametric model. Later, we test how well the

resulting images represent known anatomical facts: that the proton density in the airway is essentially
zero, that the tongue surface is fairly flat where we imaged it, and that the tongue at the resolution we
imaged it (1.4 mm per pixel) can be approximated as a uniform mass of muscle.
To begin with, we defined nine “measurement lines” referenced to stable and easily identifiable
features that would allow us to sample equivalent anatomical regions despite individual variations.
The nine lines were drawn automatically, based on manually marked anatomical references; this way
the measurement lines could be consistently placed across different individuals. As the basic
reference, we used a straight line along the back of the throat from the velic opening down to the
level of the epiglottis. As reference points to set the distance scale along that line, we chose the
highest point of the palatal arch and the second cervical disk. To reference distances perpendicular
to that line, we used the upper incisor as an anchor point. Figures 1 and 2 show sample images,
measurement lines and the reference points.
Data within two pixels of each measurement line were used in the analysis. This data was fitted to
a function that represents a central region of low density with a higher density region on either side.
On the tongue side, this density function is an s-shaped increase to a uniform plateau (Fig 3, right).
On the palate/back of throat side, the function yields a smooth density increase from the airway to the
tissue followed by a decrease as the measurement point proceeds into the cervical vertebrae or palate
and nasopharynx (Fig 3, left).
The function is an eight-parameter non-linear equation along each line, where the parameters set
proton densities in three regions, the locations of two edges, their widths, and one final parameter sets
the rate at which density decreases into the vertebrae/nasopharynx. It can be written as
ρ(x) = ρc + ρ0·s((x0-−x)/σ 0, η) + ρ1·s((x−x1)/σ 1, 0), where ρc is the proton density in the airway, ρ0 and
ρ1 are the proton densities on the two edges of the airway, x0 and x1 are the positions of the edges, and
σ0 and σ1 control the widths of the air-tissue interfaces. Subscript 1 refers to the tongue edge and
subscript 0 to the palate or back of the throat, as appropriate.
The function s generates an air-tissue interface and takes the form s(a, η)=exp((2+η)·a)/
(1+exp(2·a)); for η=0, s approaches zero for large negative a, and approaches 1 for large positive a.
This approximates a density step at the air-tongue interface, blurred somewhat by motion and/or
curvature of the tongue’s surface. For -2<η<0, s reaches a peak near a=1, then begins to decline back
toward zero as a continues to increase. This approximates the change in proton density as the
measurement line goes from the airway through tissue, then into bone and/or sinus.
We fitted the equation to the data using a simulated annealing approach, maximizing the posterior
probability of the model (MAP) on the assumption of exponentially distributed errors. (To a
reasonable approximation, this boils down to minimising the sum of the absolute values of the
errors.) The procedure involves putting constraints on the parameters (-2<η≤0, ρc>0, ρ0>0, ρ1>0, σ
0>0, σ 1>0, L>x1>x0>0), but we checked that these constraints are rarely invoked when the air-tissue
boundaries are clear to the eye.
To reduce the risk that the optimization might fail to converge we also add regularization
conditions, implemented as Bayesian priors, to weakly constrain the solutions to be reasonable. We
verified that, on average, these regularization conditions are weak relative to the data: averaged over
the data set, they give a contribution to the log probability of the model which is only 2% as large as
the data’s contribution, so we expect that most parameters derived from most images would only be
weakly affected by the regularization terms.
We ran the optimization eight times for each line with different starting parameters shifting the line
by up to two pixels sideways in both directions. We confirmed that the parameters are tightly
clustered for well-defined air-tissue interfaces. The eight solutions for the positions of the air-tissue
interfaces are shown by crosses and diamonds in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 4 shows the model and the
observed proton density data for one of the eight fits for one of the 22,732 combinations of
measurement line and image.

Finally, to strengthen the test, we dropped solutions where the estimated width of the airway was in
the smallest or largest quartile; this choice dropped cases where the airway was closed (which would
thus have ill-defined edges) along with some cases where the optimization failed to converge (thus
giving unusually large or small values). It has the added advantage of focussing the data set on the
points in the phrases where the tongue motions will be faster than average, thus giving a stronger test
of motion blurring.
In the results section, we represent the edges in terms of the width of the density rise from 25% to
75% percent of the tongue’s proton density. This representation is more directly interpretable as an
anatomical measurement.
Results
Three of the results of the data fitting process are useful measures of the image quality. The two
edge widths provide a direct measure of the spatial resolution and smearing of the image, and the
proton density in the airway provides a measure of image smearing and noise. Finally, the error
about the fit provides another noise measure. In Figures 4, 5, and 6, there are 96 results in each plot
box, corresponding to 4 subjects times 24 phrases.
Figure 4 shows the apparent width of the air-tissue interface at the tongue surface. (Each
measurement within the box plot is the width, averaged over all 20 frames in the image sequence for
that phrase.) Non-gated and gated images provide similar values, differing by much less than one
pixel. Similar results are obtained for the palate/throat interface.
Figure 4 shows that the resolutions of the two types of image sequence are similar, and nearly
independent of position along the tongue. The grand average for the 25%–̶ ‒75% width of the
tongue-air interface is 1.5±0.5 pixels for the non-gated sequences and 1.7±0.5 pixels for gated
sequences. (The “±” symbol is used to denote the standard deviation of the measurement.) The
values obtained are somewhat larger than the estimated blurring of the air-tongue interface caused by
the curvature of the tongue across the 7mm width of the image slice, so these widths are probably
dominated by motion blurring and/or the resolution of the MRI sequences employed.
The difference between the mean non-gated and gated resolution is significant at P < 0.001 in a
paired-sample t-test, even if we assume maximal correlations between parameters derived from the
same measurement line in the same image, but the difference is not large – it amounts to only a 10%
difference in resolution and rather less than one pixel.
Figure 5 shows the apparent proton density in the airway as a fraction of the average of the two
edge densities; the true density is near zero. (Like Figure 4, points in the box-plots are averages over
a phrase's image sequence.) The gated images show substantially smaller values than the non-gated
images.
If we consider the smearing of the image into empty regions, Figure 5 shows substantially better
performance for the gated sequences: they indicate a density within the airway equal to 13%±6% of
the tissue density, while the non-gated images show a spuriously large density equal to 26%±5% of
the tissue density. (The difference in the means is significant at P ≪ 10-6.) Pairing like with like, the
gated sequences give 52% as much smearing as the same measurement line in the non-gated images.
Figure 6 compares noise between the two types of images by comparing the weighted mean
absolute difference between the data and the above model of the proton density. (This includes small
regularization terms discussed above.) It shows substantially better performance for gated sequences
with a mean error of 1.11±.15 vs. 1.53±0.26 (in arbitrary units). The difference in the means is
significant at P < 10-4 in a paired t-test.
Discussion

Our study confirms the findings of others [10, 20], that gated MR images are of superior image
quality than non-gated images for regions, when repetitive motion is practical. The difference
between tissue and airway is larger due to a lower background in the airway and the noise is lower,
leading to 62% better signal-to-noise ratio for the gated image, relative to the non-gated image.
However, these differences in the performance should be seen in the context of three large difference
between the techniques. First, non-gated imaging is limited to 4 frames per second with our scanner;
even state-of-the-art techniques [12] have only produced 8 independent frames per second, while
gated sequences are limited only by the inverse of the free induction decay time. As a result, gated
sequences can give better ciné sequences for motions that repeat one or more times per second.
Second, to make gated sequence practical, the subject must be able to repeat the motions fairly
precisely. Third, data collection is substantially slower for gated sequences because subjects need to
repeat the motions.
One of the main results of this paper is that the necessary reproducibility is relatively easy to achieve
with a modest amount of practice, even for relatively complex four- and six-syllable utterances.
While even our short practise session might be too much for some clinical populations, the actual task
is just speaking to a beat, and many people may already have some experience. Possibly, the imaging
might work with even less practise, especially for simpler utterances. Our results support [19] in
suggesting that gated MRI imaging may be be useful in assessing the articulatory abilities of patients
of reconstructive surgery such as repair of a cleft palate. However, it should be noted that our related
acoustic work, [14], indicates that some subjects have difficulties speaking to a metronome, so further
work may be needed.
Research [20] also suggests that tasks like simultaneous tapping of two fingers give timing errors
small enough (circa 20 ms) so that good imaging of finger motions with gated imaging techniques
may be possible. We suspect that tapping a finger to a metronome could also be learned rapidly
enough (within minutes) that gated-cine imaging of wrist and hand motion may be clinically
practical.
Conclusion
We have compared optimized non-gated and gated cine-MRI sequences using objective measures
of image quality that can be automatically computed on a large set of images. The gated sequences
we tested gave lower noise images and a better discrimination between tissue and air, but showed
slightly lower spatial resolution. The performance of gated sequences can be limited by the
reproducibility of the motion, but we have shown that good reproducibility can be obtained for
tongue motions in speech, even in poly-syllabic utterances. We suggest that the technique may also
be useful for hand and wrist motions.
The image processing techniques themselves are nearly completely automated and highly robust,
reliably finding air-tissue interfaces wherever they are obvious to a human inspector. Human
inspection and marking of just one image was necessary, so long as the subject remained reasonably
stationary within the MRI scanner.
For imaging tongue movements, gated sequences permit a higher frame rate and a higher signal-tonoise ratio than non-gated sequences, with negligible (less than 1 pixel) difference in spatial
resolution. Where repetitive speech is not feasible, non-gated sequences may be adequate for
measuring slow movements. However, if repetition can be tolerated, gated sequences can give
slightly better spatial resolution, better signal, and much better temporal resolution.
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Appendix – Detailed description of data analysis
1) For each group of images, one reference image was selected and it was marked with a set of
manually selected "skull regions". These were 6-12 circular regions of approximately 1 centimetre
radius that (a) were in anatomical regions that would be expected to move with the skull, (b) showed
relatively high contrast structure, and (c) didn't suffer from image wrapping.
A group of images was defined as all data collected while the volunteer remained lying down in the
MRI machine under constant imaging conditions. If the subject came out, we started another group.
Typically, each MRI session corresponded to three groups of images.
2) For each skull region, a cross-correlation analysis was performed between a reference image and
other images in the sequence. (The reference image was selected arbitrarily.) For each skull region
and each image in the sequence, this yields a position offset from the reference image. (We also
compute a statistic related to how many cross-correlations are bigger than 90% of the maximum
value. This is later used to compute a weight factor for each skull region's offset.)
We found that the RMS skull motion within a group was 2.2 pixels (0.3 cm) with a RMS rotation of
0.4 degree; most of the subjects apparently moved their heads very little. The mean weighted fitting
error was 1 pixel between skull regions of the same image.
3) Using the offsets of the skull regions, a linear transform is computed that matches the skull on each
image to the reference image. This was a weighted regression. We minimised the city-block
distance between measured and predicted offsets (rather than a Euclidean distance) so that the
optimization would be robust against failures of the cross-correlation analysis. (Here, we collect the
error measure for each optimization for later use in trimming away bad data.)
4) On the reference image, a "jaw region" is manually selected, centred approximately on where the
mandible intersects the image plane (i.e. the mental protuberance). The selected region was
approximately 1.5 cm in radius.
5) A similar cross-correlation analysis was performed to compute the jaw position in each image
relative to the reference image.
6) Anatomical reference points (tooth, palate, back of the throat and vertebra) are marked on the
reference image.

7) The endpoints of the measurement lines are computed based on the anatomical reference points,
suitably transformed into each image's coordinate system.
8) The tongue ends of the "back" measurement lines were moved up and down so that they would
better track the structure of the tongue. This was done by making a simple kinematic model of jaw
motion (as a lever with a fulcrum at the hinge) and then assuming that the tongue structures move
with the jaw on average. This allowed us to transform the relevant measurement line endpoints to
follow the average jaw-motion-induced motion of the tongue tissue. Typically, the relevant endpoints
were moved about half as far as the measured jaw motion.
We did not transform the endpoints of the "top" measurement lines for two reasons: (a) the tissue
motion caused by jaw motion was almost along the direction of the measurement lines, so it would
have little or no effect, and (b) our primary aim was to measure the airway width.
9) (Steps 9, 10, and 11 are replicated eight times. In each replication, the measurement line is shifted
sideways, starting two pixels to one side on the first replication and ending two pixels to the other
side on the last iteration.)
By moving the reference line, we use slightly different data for the nonlinear optimization below.
This, combined with different, randomly chosen starting parameters for each iteration allows us to
estimate how trustworthy the results of the nonlinear optimization are: if all eight replications yield
nearly identical results, they are presumably trustworthy. On the other hand, if the results vary
dramatically from replication to replication, the results are presumably not precise and trustworthy.
10) We collect the image data within two pixels of the replication's reference line and fit it to the
equation in the "Image Analysis" section. Each proton density measurement was given a weight
decreasing linearly from one (if it were on the replicantion's measurement line) to zero (if it were two
or more pixels away).
11) The nonlinear optimization was conducted with the "mcmc" and "mcmc_helper" python modules
that can be found at http://sourceforge.net/projects/speechresearch in the "gmisclib" subdirectory.
These conduct a Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo optimization, and they were run to implement a
simulated annealing approach.
One of the outputs of the optimization procedure is the weighted RMS error between the model of
proton density (equations in the "Image Analysis" section) and the observed data. This tells you how
well the density along a measurement line is represented by a function that starts high (in the tongue),
drops in the airway, rises up again (at the back of the throat or palate), and then optionally falls. We
store this for later use.
12) We then collected all the results for each combination of measurement line and subject together,
then dropped all replications where the width of the airway was in the smallest or largest quartile.
Since our goal was to measure the sharpness of the air-tissue interfaces, it was appropriate to drop
data from those images where the airway was closed. (Our procedure cannot estimate the sharpness
of the air-tissue interface if there isn't one.) Similarly, for a few cases, the tongue is occasionally
drawn down and back far enough that the front-most measurement line "falls off" the tongue.
And, finally, we wished to test the imaging technique in the most difficult case, when the tongue is
moving as fast as possible. Generally, the most rapid tongue motion occurs near the motion's

midpoint.
13) Each of the surviving replications of each measurement line on each image yields a set of eight
parameters that controls the best-fit model of proton density.
The central proton density is one of these parameters: we then analyze its values with standard
statistical techniques. However, note that while the individual images are (nearly) statistically
independent, the replications within an image are correlated. To compensate for this, we treat each
group of replications as being tightly correlated: this is conservative (since two replications do not
share 100% of their data), so the resulting error bars and confidence levels will likewise be somewhat
conservative.
To make the data more easily interpretable, we compute the distance over which the model rises from
the minimum proton density seen in the airway to the tongue density, and then take the distance
between the 25% and 75% points on that rise. (This distance is proportional to σ1 so long as the
airway is not narrow and so long as σ0 is small. However, our computed distance is a better match to
normal measurement procedures in cases where the edges are fuzzy or the airway is narrow.) Again,
we treat each block of replications as being tightly correlated and compute normal statistics.
Similarly, we treat the RMS proton density error between the model and observations. Our model is
sufficiently flexible to capture normal variations in proton density along the measurement line, so this
statistic is largely a measure of noise in the image. (This statistic also includes a contribution from
muscular structure in the tongue, but we estimate this to be relatively small compared to imaging
noise.)

Figure 1: Gated image of the vocal tract. The phase-encoding direction is horizontal. The
anatomical anchor points for the measurement lines are the double white circles on the upper
incisor, palate, and at the base of the 2nd cervical vertebra: the last anchor is the vertical line
tracing the back of the throat. We measure the density along the nine lines pointing radially
into the tongue. Along each of those lines are marked the eight computed solutions for the airtissue interface positions; a perpendicular line marks each estimate of the tongue edge, and
diamonds (often overlapping) mark estimates of the other edge of the airway.

Figure 2: Non-gated image of the vocal tract, displayed as per Figure 1. (In this image, the
back of the head is wrapped over the lips [right], but not the top and back of the tongue, where
we analyze the data. Plotted as per Figure 1.

Figure 3: Density vs. position data along a measurement line (circles) also showing a fit of
the model to the data (line). The tongue is to the right, the centre of the airway is at
approximately 10 pixels, and the spine is to the left. This plot is of measurement line 3 on a
gated image.

Figure 4: Fitted widths of the air-tongue interface for the nine measurement lines. Line 1 is just
above the epiglottis; line 5 is just below the velar opening; lines 6-9 are progressively farther
forward on the palate. In each pair, the value from the non-gated image is to the left. These are
box plots where each point corresponds to a single image. The central line marks the median,
and the central dot marks the mean.

Figure 5: Fitted proton density in the airway as a fraction of the tissue density. Values from
non-gated images are to the left and above in each pair.

Figure 6: Weighted RMS error between the data and the model, plotted as per Figure 4.

Gated:

The computer controlled trigger device was connected to the scanner ECG leads
and the rate set specific for the volunteer. The parameters for the acquisition are
shown in table 1
TR
TE
Pulse sequence

Minimum
Minimum
Fast Spoiled Gradient Recalled Echo
(FSPGR)
Flip angle
20
Trigger type
Simulated heart beat connected to ECG
(determines ‘Heart Rate’)
Arrhythmia rejection
10%
Trigger delay
Minimum (10 ms)
Gated Phases to reconstruct
20
Phase / Frequency
256 / 128
Matrix
256 sq
Slice thickness
10 mm
FOV
36 cm
NEX
1
Views per segment
8
User selected options
Flow compensation, Gating, Sequential
acquisition, Extended Dynamic range
Scanning time
18 – 20 s
Number of images per phase
20
Temporal resolution per 1/20th second
image, HR =60 bpm
Table 1 the parameters selected for gated acquisitions

Non-Gated: The parameters selected for the non gated acquisitions are shown in table 2
TR
TE
Pulse sequence

7.1 ms
Minimum full
Fast Spoiled Gradient Recalled Echo
(FSPGR)
Flip angle
35
Phases per location
440
Phase / Frequency
256 / 192
Matrix
256sq
Slice thickness
7 mm
FOV
36 cm
NEX
0.5
Phase field of view
0.5
Display Field of View
35 cm
User selected options
Flow compensation, Sequential acquisition,
Extended Dynamic range, Fast, Multi
Scanning time
110s
Total number of images 120
acquired
Temporal resolution per ¼ second
image
Table 2 the parameters selected for non-gated acquisitions

